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Human-computer interaction 
(HCI) research as bridging work: 
From toolboxes of AI algorithms 
to toolboxes of design materials



Explainable AI (XAI): Definition

Narrow definition: 

Techniques and methods 
that make a model’s 
decisions understandable 
by people

Broader definition: 
(comprehensible/intelligible AI) 

Everything that makes AI 
understandable (e.g., also 
including data, functions, 
performance, etc.)
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Explaining Supervised Machine Learning
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Explaining Supervised Machine Learning



Training data set

Learning Model 
（Using a ML algorithm）

New instance


Features:

Color

Shape
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…
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XAI focus: explaining 
model decision

Explaining Supervised Machine Learning



Prediction label: 
Cake


Training data set

Learning Model 
（Using a ML algorithm）

New instance


Features:

Color

Shape

Smell


…

Explaining data Explaining “model facts”：
performance, limitations, 

output, etc.
  Label：


Apple
Label：


Cake
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XAI focus: explaining 
model decision

Explaining Supervised Machine Learning



The quest for explainable AI (XAI) 
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AI is increasingly used in many high-stakes tasks 
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Performance-Explainability trade-off

(Gunning, 2016)

In average settings
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Neural network, not directly explainable Use a post-hoc XAI technique

LIME (Ribeiro et al. 2016)

ImageTabuler data Texts
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XAI “post-hoc” algorithm example: LIME



XAI

Transparent 
model

Post-hoc 
explainability

Explaining the 
model (global)

Explaining a 
decision (local)

Inspecting 
counterfactual

• Feature importance 
• Rule approximation 
• Decision tree 

approximation 

• Local contribution 
• Local rules 
• Similar instances

• Feature influence 
• Contrastive 

features 
• Counterfactual 

instances

AIX360: http://aix360.mybluemix.net/ 
Also check out our CHI2021 Course materials: https://hcixaitutorial.github.io/ 
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• Generalized linear 
rule model 

• Generalized 
additive models 

• …

http://aix360.mybluemix.net/
https://hcixaitutorial.github.io/
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Toolbox of XAI 
techniques

Real-world XAI 
applications
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How to select? How to translate? 

Toolbox of XAI 
techniques

Real-world XAI 
applications
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Inform gaps and opportunities  

Toolbox of XAI 
techniques

Real-world XAI 
applications

How to select? How to translate? 



Where we started: Research into XAI Design Practices

Research questions: 

• What is the design space 
of XAI UX?


• What are the design 
challenges?

Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02478


A technical space people are not quite in 
there yet… how to talk about it?
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Study probe: algorithm informed XAI Questions

• User needs for XAI are represented as prototypical questions

• A question can be answered by one or multiple XAI methods

• An XAI method can be implemented by one or multiple XAI algorithms

An explanation is an answer to a question (Wellman, 2011; Miller 2018) 
The effectiveness of an explanation depends on the question asked (Bromberger, 1992)
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Question: Why is this husky classified as wolf?  

XAI method: local feature (pixels) contribution

XAI algorithms: 
• LIME (Ribeiro et al. 2016)

• SHAP (Lundberg and Lee 2017)

• …
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Study probe: algorithm informed XAI Questions

Model facts: data, output, performance
+

(Lim et al., 2009)
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Methodology

• Interviewed 20 participants

• 16 AI products in IBM

1. Walk through the AI system

2. Common questions users might ask

3. Discuss each question card

4. General challenges to create XAI products
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XAI design challenge 1: Variability of XAI needs

Diverse objectives for explainability 

• To gain insights for the decision or action


• To appropriately evaluate AI’s capability


• To adapt usage or control


• To learn about a domain


• To improve the model


• Legal or ethical compliance: auditing for fairness, 
privacy, security, etc.
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To gain further insights for the decision

Users need to know why the system is saying this will be late 
because the reason is going to determine what their next 
action is...If it's because of a weather event, so no matter 
what you do you're not going to improve this number, versus 
something small, if you just make a quick call, you can get that 
number down (I-5)

Why 
How to be that



To appropriately evaluate AI’s capability

There is a calibration of trust, whether people will use it over 
time. But also saying hey, we know this fails in this way (I-6)

Performance 
How



XAI design challenge 2: Gaps between algorithmic 
output and human explanations

Human explanations are

• Selective 
• Contrastive 
• Interactive 
• Tailored for recipients 

“Translation” design: mimic how domain experts explain

Miller, T. (2019). Explanation in artificial intelligence: Insights from the social sciences. Artificial intelligence 



• Challenge navigating the technical capabilities 

• Implementation cost (technical debt) impeding buy-in from 
data scientists and the team


XAI design challenge 3: “in the dark” design process 

It remains in this weird limbo where people know it's important.  
People see it happen. They don't know how to make it happen. 
And everybody's feeling their way in the dark with no lights. 

finding the right pairing to put the ideas of what’s right for the user 
together with what’s doable given the tools or the algorithms
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User-centered design process: Question-Driven XAI design

Pain points to address: 
• Throughly identify interaction specific XAI user needs 
• Enable a “designedly” understanding of XAI techniques to find the right pairing 
• Support designer-engineer collaboration 

??? ???

Model, data, XAI 
implementation

User requirements, 
usage contexts

Designer

AI engineer

Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020 
Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences. (Working paper)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02478
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.04719


Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02478


Question Explanations Example XAI techniques

Global how

• Describe what algorithm is used and what features are considered, if a user is only interested 
in a high-level view 

• Describe the general model logic as feature impact*, rules✢ or decision-trees● (sometimes 
need to explain with a surrogate simple model)

ProfWeight*✢●,, Feature 
Importance*, PDP*, BRCG✢ , 
GLRM✢ , Rule List✢ , DT Surrogate●

Why
• Describe what key features of the particular instance determine the model’s prediction of it*  
• Describe rules✢ that the instance fits to guarantee the prediction 
• Show similar examples● with the same predicted outcome to justify the model’s prediction

LIME*, SHAP*, LOCO*, Anchors✢, 
ProtoDash●

Why not 
• Describe what changes are required for the instance to get the alternative prediction and/or 

what features of the instance guarantee the current prediction* 
• Show prototypical examples✢  that had the alternative outcome

CEM* , Prototype counterfactual✢ , 
ProtoDash✢ (on alternative class)

How to be that
• Highlight features that if changed (increased, decreased, absent, or present) could alter the 

prediction* 
• Show examples with small differences but had a different outcome than the prediction✢

CEM*, Counterfactuals*, DiCE✢

What if • Show how the prediction changes corresponding to the inquired change PDP, ALE, What-if Tool

How to still be this
• Describe feature ranges* or rules✢ that could guarantee the same prediction 
• Show examples that are different from the particular instance but still had the same outcome

CEM*, Anchors✢

Performance
• Provide performance metrics of the model 
• Show confidence or uncertainty information for each prediction 
• Describe potential strengths and limitations of the model

Precision, Recall, Accuracy, F1, AUC 
Confidence 
FactSheets, Model Cards

Data
• Document comprehensive information about the training data, including the source, 

provenance, type, size, coverage of population, potential biases, etc.
FactSheets, DataSheets

Output
• Describe the scope of output or system functions 
• Suggest how the output should be used for downstream tasks or user workflow

FactSheets, Model Cards

Questions as re-framing the technical space of XAI 
Questions as "boundary objects” supporting designer-engineer collaboration


Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences. (Working paper)

https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/profwt/profwt.py
https://oracle.github.io/Skater/reference/interpretation.html#feature-importance
https://oracle.github.io/Skater/reference/interpretation.html#partial-dependence
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/rbm/BRCG.py
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/rbm/GLRM.py
https://oracle.github.io/Skater/reference/interpretation.html#bayesian-rule-lists-brl
https://github.com/h2oai/mli-resources/blob/master/notebooks/dt_surrogate.ipynb
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/lime/lime_wrapper.py
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/shap/shap_wrapper.py
https://github.com/h2oai/mli-resources/blob/master/notebooks/loco.ipynb
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/latest/methods/Anchors.html
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/protodash/PDASH.py
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/contrastive/CEM.py
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/latest/methods/CFProto.html
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/latest/methods/CFProto.html
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/contrastive/CEM.py
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/stable/methods/CF.html
https://github.com/interpretml/DiCE
https://oracle.github.io/Skater/reference/interpretation.html#partial-dependence
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/latest/methods/ALE.html
https://pair-code.github.io/what-if-tool/
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/contrastive/CEM.py
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/latest/methods/Anchors.html
https://aifs360.mybluemix.net/examples/max_object_detector
https://modelcards.withgoogle.com/object-detection#performance
https://aifs360.mybluemix.net/examples/max_object_detector
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/datasheets-for-datasets/
https://aifs360.mybluemix.net/examples/max_object_detector
https://modelcards.withgoogle.com/object-detection#performance
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.04719


Question-Driven XAI Design

Iteratively 
design and 
evaluate

Create a design including 
the candidate elements 
identified in step 3 

Iteratively valuate the 
design with the user 
requirements identified  
in step 2 and fill the gaps

Step 4

Identify user 
questions

Elicit user needs for 
XAI as questions  

Also gather user 
intentions and 
expectations for 
asking the questions 

Step 1

Analyze 
questions

Cluster questions into 
categories and prioritize 
categories for the XAI UX 
to focus on 

Summarize user intentions 
and expectations to 
identify key user 
requirements

Step 2

Map questions 
to modeling 
solutions

Map prioritized question 
categories to candidate XAI 
techniques as a set of 
functional elements that 
the design should cover 

A mapping guide for 
supervised ML is provided 
for reference 

Step 3

Designers, 
users

Designers, 
product team

Designers, data 
scientists

Designers, data 
scientists, users

Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences. (Working paper)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.04719


Why is this 
patient predicted 

of this risk?
What made him 

high-risk?
What are his 
risk factors?

Why 

What can be done 
to reduce the 
patient’s risk?

What worked for 
other patients with 

similar profiles?

How to be that 

Performance 

How well does it work?
On what type of 

patient might it work 

worse?

What is the 
population of the 

training data?

Is the training 
data similar to my 

patients?

Data AI for Explainable Healthcare 
Adverse Event Risk Prediction 

Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.04719


https://www.ibm.com/design/ai/

https://www.ibm.com/design/thinking/



Thank YOU!

Q. Vera Liao

vera.liao@ibm.com

www.qveraliao.com
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